INTRODUCTION
Canon is a creative manufacturer which researches, develops and manufactures new products. R&D technologies and development management have diversified along with the business diversification of the company.
Education and training are essential to all Canon and they are vital for nurturing of the talents necessary to manage innovation and to change. Continuing diversification of produciton requires continued education and training. The entire process of bringing new products needs education and training.
In this very real sense, people are the company's most valued asset; education and training are the most effective means of developing those assets.
In Canon, various education and training programs are provided to acquire not only basic but also new technologies that are directly connected to the business.
In this paper, we will discuss the education in Canon; especially the education in optics in Canon.
II . The COMPENDIUM of CANON1 Canon's corporate philosophy is "To be a global corporation providing kyosei (living and working together for the common good) in all countries where we operate.
Canon's corporate mission is to make a positive contribution through continued growth and reinvestment in the world's communities.
Our objectives consist of three statements:
. We respect the dignity, value the initiative and recognize the merit of 
The BASIC THINKING of CANON R&D ENGINEERS DEVELOPMENT
The philosophy to nurture engineers in Canon is summarized as follows:
.
Self-development is a basis of human resource development Education cannot help a person if one has no motivation for learning and developing. In other words, the three_self(*) spirit is the starting point of education in Canon. (*Self_motivation, Self-awareness, Self-management) .
Workplace is the most important training room Only able people are qualified as professionals. The workplace where such professionals exhibit their abilities is the most important training r oom.
Training opportunities must be planned and used by engineers themselves
Training opportunities planned by engineers who know the best are the key to good results.
. Every R&D manager is responsible for development of subordinates R&D managers training efforts reflect on their subordinates.
We develop corporate culture to encourage everyone to show one's ability Talented human resources are nurtured in energetic culture and environment.
IV. CANON R&D ENGINEERS
We desire our engineers to have courage to challenge unknown subjects, and passion and vitality to overcome failures. At the same time, we want them to have balanced human nature -being strict to themselves, modest and sincere to accept other's opinions.
The foundation of original R&D is developed from good nature.
The requirements for engineers in Canon are described as follows; 
Inter"feel" products and technologies
The strength of a manufacturer's technologies is measured by its products released on the market.
Be highly sensitive to and have insight into information
We live in the information age. Our daily life is flooded with various information. R&D engineers must be sensitive to information and find out useful ones for their research work.
Have a profit mind
Canon's pursuit of profit is justified when the earned profit is reinvested in its R&D activities, because by offering superior products, Canon is contributing to the societies, to the countries and in large to the world. Have professional skills for management R&D engineers must have professional skills for management in order to effectively carry out duties. They should know "QC" for the quality, reliability and safety and other commonly used skills such as "Design Review". rhese skills are equally effective as long-term experience. The objective of this program is to learn technologies at all levels, from fundamental to frontier technologies, through lectures, exercises and experiments. It covers various fields, such as electrical engineering, software engineering, matrials engineering, and it, as a matter of course, contains optical engineering.
The followings are the optical engineering training courses.
• General optis [ Up to the present, two engineers studied optics at the California Inistitute of Technology, five engineers researched into imaging science at the University College London, McGill University, Stanford University, the University of Sydney and Carnegie Mellon University, and two engineers were engaged with the research of optical materials at Princeton University and the University of Rochester. Among them, two engineers have received Ph. D. degrees and several have earned M. S. degrees.
V . 3. Canon research report
Among research results accomplished at Canon, those which were highly evaluated by in-house personnel and outside people are summarised, and distributed to experts in and outside the company.
Up to the present, nine papers have been published and the followings deal with themes related to optics: Vt. SOME "NOTA BENE"s in EDUCATION in OPTICS Here we discuss several points which should be noted in education in opt ics.
Vt . 1. Relationship among geometrical, physical and quantum optics Optics can be classified into several categories; they are geometrical optics (paraxial optics, real ray optics, wave-front optics), physical SPJE Vol. 2525 I 655 opt ics (scalar wave opt ics, vector wave opt ics) and quantum opt ics ; LASER optics, nonlinear optics and statistical optics strech over plural optics'.
One must keep in mind which optics should be adopted to analyze or to synthesize an optical instrument. Now we take "a lens" as an example. Paraxial theory is sufficient to understand a magnifier, ray optics is used at the beginning of camera-lens design, wave-front optics is employed at the final design stage of a camera lens and partially coherent theory and scalar/vector wave optics must be used in the design of semiconductor production purpose lenses.
VI . 2. Understanding of geometrical optics
In the field of physics, geometical optics is the approximated theory of Maxwell's electromagnetic wave theory with assumptions that densities of electric current and electric charge are both zero and wave-number tends to infinity. And the paraxial theory is the extremum in which ray height and ray inclination angle become zero.
In the realm of mathematics, geometrical optics is constructed with the Fermat's principle which can be considered an axiom. And paraxial values are formulated with the projection transformation.
Therefore, geometrical optics is the approximation of wave theory in physics, on the other hand, geometrical optics gives the perfect imaging in mathematics. We must understand both aspects of geometical optics.
Vi . 3. Sign convention and notation in geometrical optics
As with sign convention and notation in geometrical optics, there is little standardization in textbooks. Here we show some examples. On the other hand, photometry is the measurement of quantities associated with visually evaluated radiant energy. We distinguish them clealy one another.
VII. CONCLUDING NOTES
The importance of optics in Canon was first presented.
Next, it was presented the fundamental philosophy of R&D human resource development in Canon and was discussed the Canon's R&D engineers.
Then, it was enumerated several educational measures in optics being done in Canon. They are various training courses, engineer study abroad scheme, Canon research report and others.
It was lastly discussed several points which should be noted in education in optics.
